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Abstract
In this paperwe propose a method which can morph a
high free virtual viewpoint image keeping the epipolar
geometry relations based on View Morphing technique. It
is works just by the images coming from two cameras with
same parameter without 3D reconstruction or camera
calibration. Experiments confirm that the morphed view
based on the two parallel view points by using this method
can produce any satisfied image at any high free degree
position in the space.
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With the development of computer processing capacity and camera equipment, it has become one of the hot
image processing researches to morph a high free quality
virtual viewpoint image in the space based on the images
of known multi-viewpoints. In general, the morphed image is obtained by making use of the images from dozens
of cameras after 3D reconstruction [5]. But it needs to
calibrate the space relations of those cameras. Besides, the
Free Viewpoint Video using the light space method also
needs to set the positions of the cameras, but it is rather
difficult to achieve that in a large space. While the view
morphing method without 3D reconstruction or calibrating the camera proposed by Seitz has developed the View
Morphing method and solved the problem of limiting the
moving scope of the free viewpoints between the two
lines of the viewpoints [1,2,3,6,7]. In this paper the authors propose an effective method based on the view
morphing method for solving the limitation. It is works
just by the images coming from two cameras with same
parameter without 3D reconstruction or camera calibration.
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Figure 1.

Geometry of View Morphing.

An image set or image view in the smooth moving
process between two images can be obtained by using the
image morphing method as well. But there are no epipolar
geometry relationship among the corresponding points in
the image [1,2,3,6]. So Seitz proposed the View Morphing method (Fig.1) that makes the images adjust to the
epipolar geometry and solved the problem of special
geometric situation by two parallel input images relationship among p0, p1 and ps of projected P (equation 1),
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in which p0, p1 are corresponding to the special point P in
input image, ps is corresponding to the image of free
viewpoint image.
In equation (1), s is the ratio of free view point Cs,
between two input view points C0 and C1, which are in
the same line. But this method is confined to the line
between the 2 viewpoints. The high free degree View
Morphing method in this paper developed the View
Morphing method and propose the method of expand
positions of the composition image from the line between
two input viewpoints to free view points in larger space
on the basis of guaranteeing the quality of composition
image.

Image Morphing

An intermediate image between two images can be
obtained by the image morphing method. The specific
steps are shown as following steps:
Firstly, specify the corresponding coordinates of the
two input images; secondly, divide each image into triangle or quadrilateral pieces based on the corresponding
points; thirdly, calculate the coordinates of the corresponding points on the intermediate image by using ratio
parameter and triangle or quadrilateral pieces through the
ratio relationship; then, map texture to the triangle or
quadrilateral pieces, and finally, an intermediate image
between two images is obtained.

3.

Improved View Morphing

Following convention, werepresent image and scene
quantities using homogeneous coordinates: a scene point
with Euclidean coordinates (X,Y,Z) is expressed by the
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column vector P=[X Y Z 1] T and a Euclidean image
point (u,v) by p=[u v 1]T . We reserve the P and p for
points expressed in Euclidean coordinates, i.e., whose
last coordinate is 1. Scalar multiples of these vectors will
ˆ and p̂ .A camera is reprebe written with a tilde, as P
sented by a 3×4 homogeneous projection matrix of the
form M= [H|ˉHC]. The vector C gives the Euclidean
position of the camera’s optical center and the 3×3 matrix H specifies the position and orientation of its image
plane I with respect to the world coordinate system. The
perspective projection equation is
p̂ MP        (2) 
The term view will henceforth refer to the tuple
(I,M) comprised of an image and its associated projection matrix[4].
The view morphing method proposed on the base of
high free degree space viewpoint in this paper can show
the camera’s epipolar geometry relations correctly. Suppose that the camera center Ci=[Cix,Ciy,Ciz]T. The
projection matrices for each parallel view Ci can be represented as:
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where fi is focal length of Ci, and p̂ i = MiP(i=0,1,s).
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Cs(Cx,Cy,Cz), at the same time , p0(u0, v0) and p1(u1,
v1) are the corresponding points on images from C0
and C1 respectively . In the equation (4), l is the distance between C0 and C1. f is the focal length for each
camera. The image with free view points is generated
on this basis. The details are shown as following steps:
1.
2.
3.

Set the enough number of corresponding points
of the two input images.
Divide the images into triangle pieces by connecting points on each image.
According to the equation (5), calculate the corresponding coordinates of points and triangles by
the parameters, such as (Į,ȕ,Ȗ).
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In equation (5), (us,vs) is the coordinates of free view
points of image Cs, where special view point P locates,
and (u0,v0) , (u1,v1) are two input points of image C0 and
C1 and v0=v1. The relationship among position parameters of free view points (Į,ȕ,Ȗ), real coordinates of free
view points Cs(Cx,Cy,Cz), focal length of camera f, distance between input viewpoints l is shows as followingᾉᴾ
(6)
Į=Cx/ᶊ , ȕ=Cy/ᶊ, Ȗ=Cz/ᶊf .
4. Render triangles of the arbitrary viewpoint images with texture mapping method and produce
the parallel viewpoint image.In this case, we use
texture blending by using parameter Į.



4.

Experimental Results

In order to improve the quality of the synthesized images, we point the points separately on objects and the
background by. And then we use these points to generate
the image of arbitrary views. As what is shown bellow,
two cameras located at the input view points C0, C1 in
Fig. 4. The focal length is 400. The distance between
cameras is 60cm, the height is 23.3cm and it is 150cm to

Thereforeˈin Fig. 2, we can get the relationship
equation(4) from ps(us, vs) and p0(u0, v0), p1(u1, v1), in
which ps(us, vs) is the corresponding point of special
point P(X,Y,Z) in the image of free view point
Y
Z

P(X,Y,Z)
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C0(0,0,0)

p0(u0,v0)
f

(a.) Camera C0

ps(us,vs)

Cs(Cx,Cy,Cz)

Figure 3.

p1(u1,v1)

Input view images.

the object . And then, take the photos of the box (Fig. 3)
as input imagein the size of 320×240.
We point 15 pairs of points on the object and 12 pairs
of points on the background. The results of the triangle
dividing are shown in Fig. 5. When we do the texture
mapping on the triangles, the pixel values of the arbitrary
views images is depend on the rate parameter Į of the
two corresponding points on the viewpoint input images.

f

C1(l,0,0)

(b.) Camera C1

X

Figure 2. Improved vew morphing. Linear
interpolation of corresponding pixels in parallel views C0 and C1 ˈ representing another
parallel view Cs of the same scene.
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Table 1. Synthesis arbitrary view point position.
Synthesis
arbitrary
views
Cs0
Y

30cm

Figure 4.

Cs0

15
0

48c
m
Cs1

60
cm

23.3cm

24
cm

Cs3

23.3cm

C0

17.3cm

Cs2

˄0.5,0,0˅

Cs1

˄30,7,-60˅

˄0.5,0.1167,0.0025˅

Cs2

˄18,-6,48˅ ˄0.3,-0.1,0.002˅

Cs3

˄-6,0,-24˅ ˄-0.1,0,-0.001˅

standard deviation for histogram of difference images.
Because of the error from the human being will happen,
we should modify the result. When the average difference and standard deviation are the least, the
corresponding point parameters are (Į',ȕ',Ȗ'),and the
˄C'x,C'y,C'z˅can be known. Tab.2 the exam, Fig. 7(m.)
shows the difference image, Tab.2 shows the the average
difference and standard deviation and the Fig.8 shows
difference image histogram.
Table 3 shows
˄C'x,C'y,C'z˅of (Į',ȕ',Ȗ'). Through compare, the difference between ˄Cx,Cy,Cz˅ and ˄C'x,C'y,C'z˅,˄¨Cx,
¨Cy, ¨Cz˅, is ˄0.84 cm,0.42 cm,0.96 cm˅. The distance
between synthesized image and the real image is less
than 1cm, and the distance between the cameras is 60cm,
so the error can be ignored.
In order to interpret the well result of this method
more objectively, differences of 30 images are analyzed,
those images are taken with the same NTSC cameras at
different time. From Tab. 2 and the result shown in Fig 8,
we can see that the the average difference is about 20 and
standard deviation is less than 30. The free view point
image generated by this method and the real image are
almost the same in 256 gray scale levels, which shown as
the grave histogram image of differences and the table of
average difference and the standard deviation.

60cm

Experimental environment.

(c.)

(d.)

(e.)

(f.)
 

˄30,0,0˅

C1 X

But if there are some points which can only be observed
by one viewpoint, the result pixel value is decided by
visible point directly. With the position parameters (Į,ȕ,Ȗ)
of free view point,thegenerated image of the corresponding point of free view point Csi(i=0,1,2,3) is shown
in Fig. 6. And under the same condition, the real corresponding point of free view point image are shown in
Table 1.

View C0

(Į,ȕ,Ȗ)

cm

Z

(Cx,Cy,Cz)
[cm]

View C1   

(g.)

Cs0        (h.)

(i.)

Cs2       

Cs1



Figure 5. The triangle dividing. Top: the triangle patchs of the object from viewpoints.
Bottom: the triangle patchs of the background
from viewpoints.
Now we will evaluate the quality of the free viewpoint
image. Csi in Fig. 6 are free viewpoint images. After
calculating the position parameter (Į,ȕ,Ȗ)of Csi(i=0,1,2,3)
in Fig. 6, we takes real image by the same parameter
camera, as shown in Fig 7. Then we try to get the difference image between the generated image and the real
image. Which has same camera position as the arbitrary view position. We calculate average difference and

(j.)

Cs3

Figure 6. Synthesis image for arbitrary view
points Csi in Fig 4. The view position parameters are in Tab 3.
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images with two parallelview points has been proposed.
With this method, the quality of free view point image
can be maintained and the scale of free view point of
generating method can be expanded to 3D space with the
less information of camera.
Though the error will occur because of the illumination condition, the point of the corresponding points and
the triangle dividing, through the experiments, it shows
that the method of morphing a free viewpoint image in the
high free degree space based on two parallel viewpoint
images is effective. It allows more flexible viewpoint
setting from the line between two viewpoints into larger
space. The experiment result confirms effectiveness of
our method. In order to enlarge the area of the view point,
we should do the research about the unparallel inputting
viewpoint images. Meanwhile, we also will improve the
method of the triangle dividing to improve the quality of
the result.

Table 2. Verification result of difference between
synthesis arbitrary view and real image.
Synthesis
Views
Cs0

$YHUDJH
'LIIHUHQFH
22.62

6WDQGDUG
'HYLDWLRQ
20.37

C s1

14.31

25.95

C s2

29.12

26.47

C s3

26.27

23.53

NTSC

3.23

2.74
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Table 3. Revised Synthesis Arbitrary Position.
Real
Views
C's0

(Į',ȕ',Ȗ')

˄C'x,C'y,C'z)
[cm]

(0.514,-0.007,0.0)

(30.84,-0.42,0.96)

(0.514,0.1097,0.00246)

(30.84,6.582,-59.04)

C' s2

(0.314,-0.1069,0.00204)

(18.84,-6.414,48.96)

C' s3

(-0.086,-0.0072,-0.00096)

(-5.16,-0.432,-23.14)

C' s1

Figure 8. Differential image histogram of
valid region in Fig7.(m).

5.

Conclusions

In this paper, the View Morphing method is been expanded, the method of synthesizing arbitrary views from
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